So you want to be hung?
Keep reading to find out the penis enlargement system the porn industry doesn’t
want you to know.
My Life – 31 July, 2014.

Hey guys, welcome to my blog. I’m [NAME] and I currently reside in [LOCATION].
I’ve created this site to tell you a little bit about my life and how much it’s changed over
the last few months. You see, I was always the type of guy that didn’t want to shower
after gym and had a tough time being confident with the size of my member when I got in
bed with a chick.
It’s not like my penis was small – it just wasn’t as big as the cocks I saw in blue movies
or indeed, caught a glimpse at whenever I went swimming. Anyway – around 4 months
ago I was talking to my friend, our conversation got onto the subject of how oversized the
guys were in porn and he told me that he’d read an article online about products that
made your member bigger. Not wanting to appear insecure, I said I was fine with the size
of my guy but believe me – as soon as he went home, I was straight on the computer and
Googling for the product he was talking about.
What happened next has changed my life completely.
After going through a few pages of search results, I came across this adult industry forum
that was populated by people in the game. The thread was titled ‘How do you prepare
your actors?’ and it contained a bunch of posts about the warm up techniques directors
used. One post got my eye though – a certain fellow was explaining a system of penis
enhancement that he swore by. Today, I’m going to tell you about the products he
suggested and how they’ve literally turned my life around.
What I used to increase the size of my penis.
The actual system I am using is a well kept secret in the world of adult entertainment but
to give confidence to every guy out there, I’m going to share the names of the products I
used.

Force Max

Force Max is a relatively new product on the market and it’s being used to replace an older
metabolism booster product. Without going into the specifics (it’s not like I know them anyway),
Force Max increases the rate at which your blood flows – it’s used by body builders and athletes
alike to increase muscle size, build stamina and reduce your fatigue when partaking in any
physical activity.
UPDATE: Someone just sent this to me – If you decide to order a trial, use the code:
[AFFCODE] for discounted shipping fee.

Verility Ex Cock Growth
This is the stuff that actually makes your schlong long. After years of development, the product
was finished but ultimately, it never got off the ground due to the financial crisis removing the
producer’s commitment to advertising it. I’m told that the Verility Ex Cock Growth works
because it expands the tissues and widens the blood vessels in and around your penis. There’s
very little literature online about this product, but the reviews that I have read were all positive.
Ultimately, this is the stuff that actually packs on the pounds (in the right place, of course).
UPDATE: I’ve got another shipping discount code for you, simply type in: [AFFCODE2] when
promoted to get this product sent to you for next to nothing.

I’m sure you’re sitting there and thinking ‘so what? I don’t really need a big member’,
and I totally agree with you – it’s not an essential tool of life (okay, that was a bad pun).
That being said, the next part of my story might make you think twice about posing such
a question.
My life after getting hung
I decided to sign up to the forums that I found the information on and sent a PM to the
guy, thanking him for the confidence he’d given me. If I’m honest with you, I wanted to
become a porn star and I was hoping that he’d help me with it but the initial vibe was a
little negative. Still, I made a few posts here and there and eventually contacted a guy in
my city that was looking for some fresh male talent. A week after our first exchange, he
had me in a room with a beautiful girl and I was starring in my very first porno.
It was a handjob scene and I’ve got to say – it was one of the best things I’ve ever done in
my life. I got 500 bucks for one hour of my time and hell, most of it was spent with a pair
of hands around my now amazingly large penis. Since then, I’ve done two more scenes
and I’m due for a couple of big ones next week some time. I mean – it’s not exactly a job
and the work isn’t flowing in, but I’m hoping to get my name in the spotlight and who
knows? Maybe I’ll be snapped up by a real big company and I can actually start having
sex for a living.

What did it for me
I think the main thing I got out of all of this was confidence. I’ve always had a bit of an
issue with my body but getting into a healthy eating plan to fully optimize my time using
Force Max and Verility Ex Cock Growth has reduced my overall weight, increased the
size of my penis and in terms of confidence, well, I don’t know what’s bigger – my ego
or my stick!
So there you have it. The secret to becoming a porn star is to combine Force Max and
Verility Ex Cock Growth – forget jelking or penis pumps, these natural substances will
completely revolutionize your life and give you confidence where you least expected it.
How you can do it too
I won’t go into too much detail about the products themselves as most of what you’ll
need will be on the box. Basically, I took one capsule every day for a month and
combined my efforts with good food and regular exercise. I’m not entirely sure if it can
be done without any working out, but a light run once a week should be enough to satisfy
your body.
If you’d like to trial both Force Max and Verility Ex Cock Growth, simply use the
following links and you’ll receive the exact same products that worked for me:
Force Max – [AFFLINK]
Verility Ex Cock Growth – [AFFLINK2]
Thanks for taking the time to read my story. I hope for your sake that you do the same –
hell, even create your own blog and help spread the story. You’ll see for yourself, Force
Max and Verility Ex Cock Growth are the best things since sliced bread.

Got something to ask? Go ahead!

Comments
28/07/2014 Livin_it_up: How long did it take too get your stuff in the post?

30/07/2014 Ben: Hey Livin. To be honest, I can’t give you the exact times it took to get
Force/Verility, although I’m sure Force came within 6 days and Verility took about 9?
Hope that helps.
31/07/2014 Livin_it_up: Yeah no worries put my order in just before I posted lol I
want to get hung soon!!!
01/07/2014 bear: nice post good read thnx will take a look at it
01/07/2014 DUDE90: Hello Ben, I just finished reading your post. Can you tell me
how much more length you got with Force Growth please?
02/07/2014 Ben: All in all, just over two inches.
02/07/2014 DUDE90: Not a bad result might have to try it myself, could do with an
extra couple of cms(though who couldnt)
04/07/2014 Katy: um… this is the sorta stuff my boyfriend needs :P

